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1. Aim.
To design and build a unit that is able to selectively transmit data between Modulink serial
fieldbus networks creating a wider network with as much capacity and flexibility as
possible.

2. Abstract.
This dissertation concerns the problem of transferring data between two serial networks
under the control of a microprocessor.

Router hardware was designed and two prototypes were built which copy data between
Modulink segments using Modulink Interface Modules as intermediate stages. The
Routers are based on the 8031 microprocessor and run embedded software, developed,
in ’C’, from EPROM. The Router units can operate as bridges with simple forwarding
databases which allow for channels to be local to their segment or global to the whole
network. The units are able to store configuration information after power down in an
E2PROM and to output diagnostic information on their RS232 ports. The units can be
used either individually, in ’Extender’ modes, to join two fieldbus segments, or
alternatively, in ’Repeater’ modes, to create longer networks. The segments do not have
to share the same baud rates.

The units worked successfully and have been programmed with most of the operating
modes and facilities that will be needed for a viable production version although some
further development is still needed to add the remaining modes and optimise
performance.

The speed of the Routers, and the response of the extended networks, was investigated
and it was found that the extended networks have a slightly longer Maximum Response
Time than the total of the individual segments. This will limit the maximum network size
which is considered useful. However for networks of a small number of segments the
maximum response time is a few tens of milliseconds, which is acceptable for most
applications.



3. Introduction.

3.1. Process Control Overview.

Industrial processes can be complex operations requiring constant accurate monitoring
and centralised control. It is not practicable to control even a fairly simple modern process
if people have to walk round the plant reading meters and adjusting controls by hand. It is
necessary to gather all the sensor outputs and controls in one convenient place where the
controller (which could be a person or a computer) can monitor the whole process.

In the past this meant installing a great many cables from the plant to the control room,
each cable carrying readings from one sensor or a control line. The control information
sent would then have to be converted into the action required at the equipment. For
example, a thermocouple might measure temperature in the process and its voltage
would be amplified and sent down one cable to the control room where it would be
displayed on a meter. The controller could then switch a positive or negative voltage onto
another cable connected to a motor that turned the valve that controlled the flow of
heating fuel into part of the process.

There are numerous problems with such a method:

� One may have to build a custom device to convert the control voltage into the action
required.

� A huge number of cables are needed. All must be screened to protect the analogue
data from interference. 

� Reorganising the process means recabling the control room, plant and everything
inbetween.

The first of these problems can be overcome by digitising the data and having a
Programmable Logic Controller at the plant end. The digital data is far safer from
interference and is ideally suited to interfacing to a computer. A Programmable Logic
Controller (P.L.C.) is a device, often a small dedicated computer and mechanism, that
converts the digital data into the action required.

The previous example process would now involve the temperature reading from the the
thermocouple being digitised and sent by cable to the control room computer which would
calculate any change required in the fuel supply and send a digital command down
another cable to the P.L.C. which controls the valve. The P.L.C. might consist of a stepper
motor connected to the valve and software to work out how far to turn the stepper motor
to reach the desired position. This is far more accurate than the previous method. If
remote monitoring is required further cables must be laid to the control room.

A solution to the other two problems then becomes possible. One multiplexes all the
control and sensor data onto a single serial cable to create a simple fieldbus. Real
fieldbusses have other facilities to monitor the network and group inputs and outputs
together in stations. One can then add input and output modules (be they displays or
P.L.C.s) to existing stations without the need to alter any wiring. This vastly reduces the
amount of cabling needed and makes system maintenance and upgrading much easier.



3.2. About Fieldbusses & Modulink.

A fieldbus is defined by the ISA thus:

"A Field Bus is a digital, serial, multidrop, data bus for communication with low
level industrial control and instrumentation devices such as transducers,
actuators and local controllers." − From ISA/SP50−1992−236P draft standard
fieldbus protocol.

Modulink is Weidmuller’s proprietary fieldbus format. It has capacity for 128 8 bit digital
and 126 12 bit analogue bidirectional channels, or twice as many unidirectional channels,
which can be arranged as plug in input and output modules on up to 32 stations. A station
has a CPU card which communicates with the fieldbus and can have up to 12 such
modules attached to it. The various modules communicate with the CPU card through the
back−bus built into the station housing.

Baud rates (for the whole fieldbus) range from 922 KBit/s over 120m to 92 KBit/s over 1.2
Km. Its protocol is CSMA/CD. The physical layer is RS485 which uses shielded twisted
pair cable with a terminating resistor at each end. RS485 sets a limit of 32 stations and
1.2 Km length.

An illustrated promotional brochure giving general information about the Modulink system
can be found in Appendix 2.

The form of CSMA/CD protocol used is one which does not store backlogged data on any
channel. This means that if the data is refreshed faster than the transmission rate then not
all the values will be transmitted. This enables the newer value to be sent sooner than if it
had to wait for the outdated value to be sent first. In process monitoring the reception of
up to date data is essential but the reception of every value from a sensor is of secondary
importance so long as the data is updated at a frequency that is considered fast enough
for accurate monitoring.

In the event of a collision on the bus the stations back off by a time proportional to their
station number so that each transmits in turn, like a slotted protocol. This ensures that a
second collision can not take place and hence it is possible to ensure that the network will
always transfer data in a given Maximum Response Time. These response Maximum
Response Times times vary from a minimum of around 2ms up to a few seconds when all
32 stations are used. In typical network applications it will be between 10 and 100ms.

A Modulink station is a group of modules held in a common housing and connected by a
common back−bus. A station consists of a CPU card, a power supply card and a number
of I/O module cards.

Data is transferred between the CPU modules of the stations (which provide everything
but the presentation and application layers) and then passed to the I/O modules via the
station back−bus.

The system does not easily fit into the OSI seven layer model but could be described
roughly thus:

Application Layer: 

The devices connected to the Modulink input and output modules: displays, sensors,
controls etc. 

Presentation Layer: 



The I/O modules convert the 8 or 12 bit data to and from the required I/O format e.g. 4−
20mA current Analogue, 10V digital, relays etc. 

Session Layer: 

Arranges the connections of input and output modules on the appropriate channels. 

Transport Layer: 

None. 

Network Layer: 

None. There is no routing between stations as they all receive all the data on the bus
and ignore it if it is not relevant to any of their modules. 

Data Layer: 

LLC: Frames the data with a header for transmission.

MAC: Provides for data to be sent in the modified CSMA/CD protocol. 

Physical Layer: 

RS485 cable and line drivers.

There is considerable scope for argument and interpretation in fitting a fieldbus system
into the seven layer model. Various interpretations will be possible depending on where
one considers to be the top of the system. It is plausible to claim, as has been done
above, that the highest layer is the user’s application equipment, which should be
considered to be a part of the system, and hence the I/O modules must be the
presentation layer.

It could, however be claimed that the user’s application equipment is not part of the
system at all and hence the I/O modules must be the application layer. These various
interpretations may lead in turn to varying interpretations of the presentation and session
layers.

3.3. The Need For A Router.

There are a number of limitations to Modulink as it stands: The network must be a single
line of stations, no other topology is allowed, and it is limited to a maximum of 32 stations
over a distance no greater than 1.2 Km. The same baud rate is used over the entire
fieldbus.

A Router would connect two Modulink segments allowing the building of far larger
networks. The segments could each be using different baud rates and could each have 32
stations. The Router would also widen the range of topologies that could be used allowing
three and four branch stars. Example topologies are shown in fig 3−A.
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3.4. Possible Solutions.

It was decided before the project started to pursue the approach of using ML/IM units to
store the state of each segment and a micro−processor to copy data between them.
However other approaches may have also been possible and two alternatives are also
considered here. An indication of the OSI layer operation of the three options is shown in
fig 3−B. Option A consists of a routing processor between two ML/IMs. Option B is a
bidirectional amplifier and Option C has processors in each segment swapping data.
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Option A. One microprocessor between two ML/IMs. 

Weidmuller already produce a general purpose Interface Module ML/IM (see section 4.2)
which interfaces the data on the fieldbus to a Dual Port RAM (DPRAM). This provides
services from the physical up to the session layer.

This approach will use one ML/IM on each segment to provide the microprocessor with
the data in an easily accessible form via the DPRAMS. The software would then scan
each DPRAM looking for new data on global channels and then copy it across creating an
intelligent bridge.

The Router is shown as operating at the session layer because the data is presented to
the Router already separated into channels. This is a session layer operation in the
previous approximation to the OSI model. The data is copied across the Router channel
by channel and never made into packets containing information about multiple channels.
Hence it is reasonable to claim that the Router operates at the session layer rather than
lower.

It is, however, arguable the Router operates at a higher layer. One might consider that the
DPRAM constitutes a presentation layer because it provides the data to an application
(the Router) in a format suitable for the application. If this were so then the Router could
be said to operate at the application or presentation layer copying data between the two
presentation layers. This would be consistent with a view of the OSI model where the
user’s application equipment is not considered to be part of the system and the Router is
considered an application on par with I/O modules. It is not consistent with the view of the
OSI model used in this dissertation where the users’ equipment is the application layer,
the I/O modules are the presentation layer and the Router operates below them.

Advantages: 

� Digital regeneration of signal. 

� Routing facilities can be written into the software. 

� Will have no problem with two busses of different speeds. 

� No limit on total network length. 

� There is no need to become involved with the transmission protocol or any of the lower
levels as the ML/IMs handle it. 

� Keeps the operation of the lower layers separate from the router software.

Disadvantages: 

� The data is processed by three processors each scanning all the possible channels in
turn hence there is a large maximum delay made up of the three individual delays. 

� An expensive product to manufacture and sell.

� Limited data throughput.

Option B. Bidirectional Amplifier:

The length of the fieldbus is defined by the distance at which the signal becomes too
badly attenuated to allow collision detection. One simple and cheap approach would be to
use a bidirectional amplifier to boost the signal. Bidirectional amplifiers have to be



accurately matched to the cable but because the cable impedance is specified in the
RS485 standard this should not be a problem. The length of the extended fieldbus would
now be defined by the need to allow for collision detection within the transmission time of
a single packet. This is assuming that dispersion in the cable or distortions because of the
amplifiers do not come into play first. The condition for collision detection in CSMA/CD
systems is that twice the end to end delay must be less than the packet time.

Estimated maximum length (L) at 369Kbps:

L    �    
Cc � a

2
   �    

2
�

108 � 120
�

10 � 6

2
  �    12 Km

Where:

Cc = Signal velocity

a = Packet period.

Although this is only approximate it shows that it would be possible to extend the network
very considerably beyond its current limit of 300m at that speed. A device of this sort that
can also regenerate the digital signal is being developed by Weidmuller as a separate
product.

Advantages: 

� Simplicity of use. 

� Simplicity of manufacture.

� Low cost and potential for compatibility with all RS485−using fieldbus formats in one
unit.

� Very little delay introduced. 

� High throughput.

Disadvantages: 

� It is only a physical layer device it would not allow any of the routing facilities required in
this project such as local channels. 

� Could not connect segments of different speeds.

Option C. Two microprocessors controlling all levels of the process. 

Here two 80152 microprocessors would monitor the data from two fieldbusses and swap
data between each other and transmit on the busses. An 80152 is enhanced processor in
the 8051 family which has built in serial protocols and UART. This enables it to be used to
perform the full range of Modulink functions at the lower layers such as packet
transmission and collision detection.

What is being done here is to build hardware almost identical to two ML/IMs, which use
80152s, only with a single common DPRAM. The difference would be in the software. The
two processors would communicate with each other to swap data and to synchronise their
operations to ensure the minimum delays.

Notice that the Router halves each have to decode the packets and separate the data by



channel number in order to decide which data is local and which is global and so whether
to copy it. It then has to reassemble the packets for retransmission. This means the
software is operating at more than one layer of the OSI model which is not desirable.

Advantage over A: 

� Will be cheaper than option A because it involves only two microprocessor circuits.

Disadvantage over A: 

� Vastly more complicated than option A to implement because all the LLC packet
assembly and disassembly would have to be done in the software as well as the
routing. 

� The load on the processors will be very heavy as they are performing a large range of
functions. This will make their operation slow. 

� Requires the Router to perform more than one layer function in the same software
hence preventing the ideal separation of layers.

Selection

The reason that option A was considered better was because option B could not fulfil all of
the aims and because option C was too complicated to build and program from scratch.



4. Hardware Considerations.

4.1. Overview.

The role of the Router hardware is to allow the Router access to the data on the
segments, via the ML/IMs, and allow for a method of copying data across under software
control. To achieve this the hardware must include a microprocessor, ROM to hold the
software, RAM to store information and have some method of communicating with the
user so it can be configured and can report errors.

4.2. ML/IM Modules.

Modulink already has a module called the Modulink Interface Module (ML/IM) which
participates in a fieldbus as a station and keeps a copy of the current state of all the
channels in a Dual Port RAM (DPRAM). This can be read and written to in as similar
manner to a normal RAM chip except that care must be taken to avoid clashes where the
ML/IM and Router processors both try to access it at once. There is also the facility to
access the unit through a system of commands. This takes care of avoiding simultaneous
access clashes automatically but does not work as fast as direct access in most
instances.

Two of these ML/IM units were used, one in each segment to allow easy access to the
data on the segments without having to be concerned with lower layer operations.

4.3. The Choice Of Processor.

The choice of processor was limited to the 8051 family or a PIC as these are the only
processors for which a software development system was available on site.

The PIC is a very small 8 bit processor with a reduced instruction set and up to 2048 12
bit words of EPROM built in. It has up to 80 bytes of RAM, two 8 bit ports and one 4 bit
port. The development system consists of an assembler and emulator. The PIC is ideal for
very small applications because of its small physical size, low power consumption, and
speed. It is not suitable for a large application where the software would be larger than
2Kb and require several ports. The PIC’s unusual 12 bit instruction set makes running
software from external EPROM impossible.

That leaves the Intel 8051 family which are full instruction set 8 bit processors with four 8
bit ports, interrupts, and timers and RS232 support. The development system includes a C
compiler, an Assembler and an emulator. The members of the 8051 family available are:

8751:

4K EPROM, 128 Byte RAM, 2 timers, 5 interrupts. 

8031: 

No EPROM, 128 Byte RAM, 2 timers, 5 interrupts. 

8032: 



No EPROM, 256 Byte RAM, 3 timers, 6 interrupts.

The 8751 was not considered appropriate as the software was obviously not going to fit
into 4Kbytes so an external EPROM would have to be used. Out of the other two it was
decided to start developing with the cheaper 8031 as it would be possible to change to the
fully compatible 8032 if necessary without having to rewire the circuit or rewrite the
software. The 8031 is a physically large conventional chip but the smaller PLCC version
could be used in the production version of the Router where scale will be important.

4.4. Choice Of Support Chips.

The 8031 has a multiplexed data and address bus and require a 74373 latch to form 16
bit addresses. As it was possible that the software, once the full range of features was
added, could be quite big it was decided to have a 27256 256Kbit x 8 (32Kbyte) EPROM
with the option to change to 512Kbit if necessary being simply a matter of altering one
connection. The basic configuration of 8031, 74373, and 27256 is a very common one.

Other support chips chosen were a 2Kbit serial EEPROM to store configuration
information in Preset modes about the fieldbusses after power down, 2Kbytes of RAM to
store routing tables and other information, a Micro−Monitor or watchdog to detect a
software crash and reboot the processor and an RS232 driver to allow for external
diagnostics, monitoring and control in a similar manner to the Modulink CPU cards. A
schematic diagram of the hardware is shown in fig 4−A.

Once the use of the ports was considered it was realised there was not enough I/O space

5 DIP Switches

5 Shift Registers

LED 8031 
CPU

Nands

Latch

ML/IM 1

ML/IM 2

2 Kb RAM

32 Mb EPROM
Serial Port

Reset Switch

RS232
Driver
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Byte
EE−
PROM
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Fig 4−A: Hardware Block Diagram



to read dip switches in the manner used in other Modulink modules, which is to read each
8 bit switch in parallel and select which switch is read with control lines. The alternative
was to put the dip switch settings into a chain of shift registers and read the data in
serially. This only uses 3 lines: clock, load and data out. The same clock line also clocks
the E2PROM and Watchdog. The disadvantage is that a large number of shift registers
are needed which will take up a considerable space on the circuit board.

4.5. Configuring the ML/IMs

Unlike the Modulink CPU cards the ML/IMs are not configured by DIP switches but
instructed what settings to take by the unit they are attached to. The Router Board must
therefore have enough DIP switches to set up itself and the two ML/IMs. This requires 38
bits so 5 x 8 banks of DIPs will be needed. They will have to be read in as serial data so 5
x 8 bit shift registers will be used to do this. The DIP arrangement chosen was:

Switch 5: 1 Spare (currently used to toggle write mode, see section 5.1.2.)
2−3 ML/IM 1 Mode: 

10=Multi Master no stop on error. 
11=Multi Master stop on error

4−8 ML/IM 1 Station address.
Switch 4: 1 Spare

2−3 ML/IM 2 Mode (as above).
4−8 ML/IM 2 Station address.

Switch 3: 1−3 RS232 baud−rate (not yet implemented).
4−8 Number of stations on segment 1.

Switch 2: 1−3 Router/Extender operating mode.
4−8 Number of stations on segment 2.

Switch 1: 1−4 Segment 1 baud rate.
5−8 Segment 2 baud rate.

4.6. Addressing The Devices.

The two ML/IMs each have a 1024byte DPRAM that must be addressed separately. The
addressing of the three devices is done with 3 NAND gates controlling the Chip Enable
pins (active low) of the three devices as shown in fig 4−B.



This leads to the three devices being addressed thus:

Device Base Address Top Address
ML/IM 1 4000h 43FFh
ML/IM 2 C000h C3FFh

Ram Chip 0000h 07FFh
 

The EPROM is automatically selected as required by the ALE (Latch Enable) line. The
E2PROM and RS232 chip are addressed serially and do not use the address bus at all.

4.7. Processor Port List and Explanation.

P0.0 to P0.7: 

The Data Bus, D0 to D7, and Address Bus lines, A0 − A7. The two are separated out
by the latch.

P1.0:

Controls the green line of the LED. 

P1.1:

E2PROM serial read/write data line. 

P1.2:

Controls the red line of the LED. 

P1.3 & P1.4: 

CTS & RTS (respectively). These are not used by the software at present. They might
be useful at a later date for more sophisticated RS232 communication with

A15

A14

A15
A14.A15

A14.A15

ML/IM 1 CE

ML/IM 2 CE

RAM CE

Fig 4−B: Using NANDs to Address The Devices



handshaking. Alternatively they could be reallocated to other facilities. 

P1.5 & P1.6: 

Connected to the Busy lines on the two ML/IMs. Although not currently used by the
software, they could be useful later to monitor the state of the ML/IMs, for example to
determine when they have finished executing a command or rebooting. 

P1.7: 

Serial data from the DIP switches via the shift registers.

P2.0 to P2.7: 

Address Bus lines A8 to A15.

P3.0 & P3.1: 

RXD and TXD (respectively) for RS232 communication. 

P3.2 & P3.3: 

Interrupt lines, INT0 and INT1. These are connected to the ML/IMs’ Status interrupt
lines and cause an interrupt in the Router software. This is used to read, and thus
clear, the ML/IMs’ Status Registers. The information thus obtained is not yet used but it
will almost certainly be useful for diagnostics to know what status and error messages
the ML/IMs are giving. 

P3.4: 

This line is normally designated T0 (Timer 0) but as the external timers are not needed
it is used to load the shift registers with the DIP switch settings. 

P3.5: 

This line is normally designated T1 but as this is not needed it is used to clock the serial
devices, i.e. the E2PROM and shift registers. It is also used to strobe the watchdog to
prevent it timing out. None of these facilities have to be used at the same time and so
there is no problem with using the line for all three purposes. 

P3.6: 

The Write line (WR), used to enable writing to the ML/IMs and the RAM chip. 

P3.7: 

The Read line (RD), used to enable reading from the ML/IMs and the RAM chip.

4.8. Prototype Hardware.

The first prototype hardware was built on free−standing stripboard with the ML/IMs as
daughter boards. The second prototype (pictured on the front page) was built on
stripboard so as to fit in a flat ’Modem Style’ box so making it suitable for field testing.
They are identical circuits except that the second prototype has a jack socket that can
accept a plug with a reset button in it (also shown on the front page) which triggers the
watchdog reset function. It also has two 24V to 5V DC−DC converters on board so it can
be powered from a single 24V source. The building of the two units enabled the testing of
networks with three segments.



The full circuit diagrams, for the two prototypes are shown in figs 4−C and 4−D.

[Note: The circuit diagrams are Weidmuller’s copyright, and I do not have electronic
copies anyway, so they are not reproduced here]

4.9. Terminating Resistor Problems.

The second prototype was built with two connection sockets for each fieldbus segment so
that the Router could be placed in the middle of a segment. The intention was to switch
out the ML/IM’s terminating resistors and allow the user to put 120Ω terminating resistors
in the unused sockets on the Router if the Router was to be the termination of the
segment. This is the same as for a CPU card.

Unfortunately it later transpired that Modulink is moving to a new, but compatible, line
driver which does not use 120Ω resistors but instead requires a network of resistors which
as well as terminating puts a DC bias on the line. This means that terminating with a 120Ω
resistor will not suffice and the network will not be reliable if this is done. It is necessary for
the user to switch the resistor network in and out as required by altering the DIP switches
on the ML/IMs. These DIP switches are not easily accessible when the ML/IMs are
mounted as daughter boards.

For the production version it would be worthwhile to switch out the resistors on the ML/IM
and have easily accessible DIP switches on the main board which control biasing resistors
for the two segments.

Users of the Router should be made aware that it is a Driver Type II device and be
informed of the conditions under which it can and can not be used with Driver Type I
equipment.



5. Software Operation.

5.1. Design Overview.

The role of the Router software is to determine which channels should be routed and in
which direction, then to scan the input modules and copy any new data to the output
modules on the other segment. In addition to this the software must handle
communication with the PC via the RS232l port, report errors and control the initialisation
of the ML/IMs. The software was developed on a PC using the Keil ’C’ compiler for the
8051 family.

The full commented listing can be found in Appendix 3.

5.2. The Methods Used.

5.2.1. The Forwarding Database. 

The routing is done with simple forwarding database called list[] which has two sub−lists,
one containing the list of channels going from segment 1 to segment 2 and the other the
reverse way round. The two sub−lists are terminated by values of FFh (FFh = 255 = −1 =
End Of File) and the maximum length of the database is 256 bytes (254 possible entries
and 2 End Of Files). This method was chosen because it was simple to code and fast to
access. The use of the End Of File marker is possible because FEh and FFh are not valid
channel numbers.

An alternative method had been tried previously and was found less satisfactory. This was
to store an array of 254 elements (one per channel) containing values which indicated
whether that channel was local or global and in which direction it was to be copied. This
method meant that the software had to loop continuously through this array of 254
elements checking each entry to see if it was global. This is a wastes time if most of the
channels are not global. The list method stores a list of global channels and these are
processed in turn. The local and unused channels are ignored completely and hence the
loop is far faster.

5.2.2. ML/IM Access Techniques. 

Access to the ML/IMs can be either by commands sent to the their command interfaces or
by direct accesses to their DPRAMs. The method used must be chosen to maximise
speed.

Commands are issued using the issue() and sissue() functions and require an elaborate
system of writing the parameters, checking the parameters, writing the command and
then reading back the answers, to ensure the parameters are issued correctly.

It was found by experiment that the ML/IMs can be read fastest if accessed directly. This
makes sense if one considers that a command read involves a complicated process of
reading and writing which is slower for the Router software than simply reading the data
directly. It is also possible that commands slow down the ML/IMs’ operation as it has to
interrupt its normal operation to process the command. The disadvantage of direct access



is that care must be taken to ensure that the data is not read while is is midway through
being updated.

It is less clear which form of writing is fastest. It was clearly easier for the Router software
to write directly as this required less bytes to be written to the ML/IM and indeed the
software loop time was found to be less than when command writing but tests carried out
early on in the software development seemed to show that it could slow down the overall
transfer time in some cases.

The uncertainty over which method was best was due to the lack of any detailed
knowledge of how the ML/IMs handle the two types of access. Unfortunately the only
ML/IM documentation is a fairly simple users guide with no information about timing in it at
all. The ML/IMs workings can not be studied in isolation and are not fully deducible from
the overall network behaviour because there are too many intelligent components acting
together to be able to fully understand what each is doing.

It was decided to develop software that could be switched between the two sorts of
access and make a decision as to which was better at a later stage. This was done by
using the spare DIP on switch 5 to toggle which is used. This switch is read into the bit
variable writemode.

On = Command Write−Mode. 

Off = Direct Write−Mode.

Note that the switch, like all the others, is read on initialisation and that altering it while the
Router is running has no effect.

5.2.3. How To Read The ML/IMs Accurately. 

Because the DPRAMs have two processors which may be accessing them (the Router’s
and the ML/IM’s) care must be taken not to read data that is in the process of being
written by the ML/IM or the data may be a corrupted mixture of the old and new data. This
can be avoided by reading every value twice and accepting the value if it is the same both
times. Similarly when writing to the DPRAMs the data must be read back to check it was
received. This makes accessing the DPRAMs slower than the RAM chip. It is for this
reason that a copy of the current output module data is kept in RAM so it can be accessed
faster than reading the data back from the ML/IMs DPRAMs.

An alternative approach may be to use the busy line to monitor and signal to the DPRAM
thus ensuring such clashes do not happen in the first place. This may improve access
speed and might be considered as a future modification.

5.2.4. Optimising For Speed. 

The repeating of data is a time critical real time process. This means that copyloop(), the
main loop, must run as fast as possible and without prolonged detours to perform other
functions. In order to achieve this the error clearing and RS232 handling routines are very
short and are set up as interrupts being called automatically when required. To send data
on the RS232 port necessitates a jump to output_diagnostics() to put the text in the buffer
but the duration is small enough not to matter. The data is then sent on the RS232 in
pseudo−parallel with copyloop() by the serial_int() interrupt function. It was not decided to
have any other processes running as interrupts, although this is done in other Modulink
module software, because no advantage could be seen in doing it and hence the added
complexity and time overhead could not be justified.



5.2.5. Using The E2PROM. 

The E2PROM provides 256 bytes of non−volatile memory and has a life of 100,000 writes.
Because the data stored in the E2PROM is critical to the correct operation of the Router in
the modes which use it it’s contents must be checked to see if it contains valid data. This
is done by storing a header to indicate that it has been programmed and a checksum to
check it has stored the data correctly. The data is stored in the E2PROM is by
compressing the forwarding database from its maximum size of 256 bytes to 64 bytes.
This allows space for the header and checksum. The compression is done by giving each
channel number 2 bits in an array of 512 bits (64 bytes). The bits are encoded as follows:

00 − Do not copy data on this channel, it is local or unused). 

10 − Copy data on this channel from segment 1 to 2. 

11 − Copy data on this channel from segment 2 to 1.

5.3. Modes Implemented & Awaiting Implementation.

5.3.1. Types Of Operating Mode. 

It was decided that the Router needed two distinct types of operation called Extender
Modes and Repeater Modes. Extender Modes are for use in networks connecting just two
segments together. They have the ability to automatically find channels that should be
copied and configure themselves. If the user is going to have such a small network then
these modes will be the easiest to set up and use. There are four variations on the
Extender. The Repeater Modes must be used if the network is to have more than two
segments.

Extender Modes automatically configure themselves by examining what modules are on
the segments and copying from inputs on one segment to outputs on the other. This will
not work in a larger network because each Router can only examine the segments it is
directly connected to and has no knowledge the others. Hence it can not always know
whether to copy data on a given channel or in which direction to copy it. In order for such
learning to be possible the Routers would have to communicate with each other to
exchange their forwarding databases. This would require a very sophisticated system of
communication and was not considered achievable over the time scale of the project
although it might be considered as a future development.

Because the Router is not able to calculate the forwarding database for itself Repeater
Modes use preprogrammed forwarding databases. There are two modes (Full and Split
Repeater) which impose an arbitrary predecided arrangement of local and global
channels. These modes require the user to allocate channel numbers to modules in
accordance with the Router’s operation. There is also a Programmable Mode (not yet
implemented) which allows the user to design the forwarding database for each Router on
a PC and then download it via the serial port. The database would then be stored in
E2PROM. This allows the maximum flexibility, even allowing for partially global channels,
but is more complicated for the user.

The individual modes are now described in detail.



5.3.2. Extender Modes. 

Normal Extender mode (0): 

In this mode, for use with two segments, the Router detects instances where there is an
input on one segment and a corresponding output, but no input, on the other. It then
copies the input data to the output module. If there is a Input/Output pair on both
segments then, in this mode, it will not copy across allowing those channels to be used
locally to the individual segment.

Examples: 

Channel Segment 1 modules Segment 2 modules The Repeater treats them as
0 In Out Global
1 In Out Out Global
2 In Out Out Global
3 In Out In Out 2 Locals
4 In Out In Local

Advantages: 

� Up to 62 stations, 31 on each segment plus the Router. 

� The local channel numbers can be reused independently of each other in each
segment. 

� It is flexible, automatically adapting to the set up on power up and not restricting which
channels can be global and which local. 

� Can link 2 segments of different speeds.

Limitations: 

� Overly fault tolerant. Will not recognise if a module is missing if it failed before power up
because it adapts to what it has rather than knowing what it should have. 

� Network limited to 2.4Km.

The other extender modes are variations on this and are described by their merits relative
to the Normal Extender.

Fast Digital Extender Mode (1): 

The same as above but the digitals are updated 8 times as often as the analogues. The
trade off in favour of digital speed over analogue may prove useful in some situations. It
works best when there are a few digital channels being slowed by many analogue ones.

Further advantages: 

� Faster digital channels than Normal Extender. How much faster will depend on the
number of each sort of module.

Further limitations: 

� Slower analogues. 



� May not have much effect on the overall response time.

Learn and Preset Extender Modes (2 & 3): 

In these modes the Router learns the correct configuration in Learn Mode and then stores
it in the E2PROM. The Router is then used in Preset Mode which uses the configuration
stored. This will ensure an error message if part of the network is not functioning whereas
the previous modes will not be aware that its absence indicates a problem and continue
without it. If the real configuration differs from the stored one the software will give an
error and halt. The difference between the configurations can then be read through the
RS232 port to pinpoint the channel numbers causing problems.

Further advantages: 

� Will recognise the absence of faulty modules.

Further limitations: 

� Requires to be taught the correct set up.

5.3.3. Modes Of Operation: Repeater Modes. 

Repeater modes enable the creation of longer networks having more than two segments.
They work by having the Router programmed to propagate data in a certain direction
irrespective of whether there were physical modules on the two segments on either side
thus the data will travel across the whole extended network even if there are intermediate
segments with no modules on.

Full Repeater Mode (not yet implemented): 

Here all 254 channels are global with half being copied from segment 1 to 2 and the other
half from 2 to 1. This will be a slow mode as each channel has to be checked for having
changed. It should only be used if one actually intends to use almost all the 254 channels
to globally.

Advantages: 

� 254 global channels. 

� Network of any length with segments up to 1.2Km. 

� Any number of stations (up to 31 per segment plus Router) 

� Simple to use, no configuration necessary. 

� Each segment can run at a different speed.

Limitations: 

� No flexibility, all channels are global. 

� Overly fault tolerant for the same reasons as normal extender mode.

� May waste time scanning channels that are never used. 

� Scans all 254 channels so very slow loop time.

The other repeater modes are variations on this and are described by their merits relative



to the Full Repeater.

Split Repeater Mode (5): 

In this mode 00h−5Fh and 80h−DFh are local channels and are totally ignored by the
Repeater. 60h−6Fh and E0h−EFh are global, being copied from segment 1 to segment 2
and 70h−7Fh and F0h−FDh are global copied from segment 2 to 1.

Further advantages: 

� Has both local and global channels. 

� Faster updates as it has less channels to check than the Full Repeater. 

� The local channel numbers can be reused independently of each other in each
segment.

Further limitations: 

� Only 64 global channels allowed, 32 each way. 

� User is constrained as to which channels perform what function and must allocate
channel numbers accordingly.

Programmable Repeater Mode & Preset Mode (not yet implemented): 

Here the action of the Router is fully configurable. Access is by a P.C. via the RS232 port.
It will store the configuration in the EEPROM and then operate from this in Preset
Repeater Mode in much the same way the Preset Extender does.

Further advantages: 

� Fully configurable as regards which channels are local and global. 

� Will recognise the absence of faulty modules. 

� Will not scan unused channels as the user can select as global only those channels
that they are going to use. 

� The local channel numbers can be reused independently of each other in each
segment. 

� Preprogrammed E2PROMS could be supplied to users who never alter their
configuration and do not want use a PC.

Further limitations: 

� Requires to be taught the correct set up. 

� Needs a P.C. and software to program it. 

� A higher level of user competence is required to operate it successfully as they have to
design their own forwarding databases.

5.4. Software Function List & Explanation.

Module ROUTER.C: 



void main()

Calls the initialisation routines and reads the E2PROM if required then drops into
copyloop().

void copyloop() 

Loops continuously copying data in the way appropriate to the mode. After a reset is
received the software will be unable to issue commands to the ML/IMs while they reboot
themselves which causes the watchdog to timeout and reset the processor if it is set up to
use command writes. The flow diagram of the function is shown in fig 5−A:

Note that with the exception of fast digital extender mode there is no need for this routine
to behave differently depending on the operating mode. The correct operation for the
mode is effected by having the appropriate values in the forwarding database.
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void output_diagnostics() 

Called when a character is received from the PC, this puts diagnostic information in the
serial transmit buffer and queues it for transmission. It is fast enough not to introduce a
noticeable break in normal service when it is called. Note that the writing of the character
values directly into the string is necessary as the tidier method of using sprintf() is much
slower.

The terminal program for the PC end, ROUTER.BAS, is listed in appendix 3. It passes
key−presses to the Router and sends the strings the Router returns to the PC’s screen.

Currently the routine can give the following information based on the character in
serial_RX_buffer:

"1" : Display current forwarding database. 

"2" : Display the forwarding database stored in E2PROM. 

"3" : Display dump of the E2PROM. 

"4" : Display mode of operation. 

Anything else : Display the menu.

void initialise(unsigned char re) 

This calls readdips() to read the dip switches and sends the appropriate configuration
commands to the ML/IMs to set them up as stations of the correct number and speed. It
then starts them (with the Start command). If re=1 this means that this is a re−initialisation
so the Restart command is used instead of Start. The next step is to make the ML/IMs
take on the module configuration required for the mode of operation being used. If it is in
an extender mode it uses the Update Config command to make the ML/IMs acquire the
module configuration from their segments. If it is in a repeater mode then the ML/IMs are
given a predetermined module configuration by the Router.

Note: When one uses the Update Config command to make the ML/IMs acquire the
configuration of their segment it will not work consistently unless there has been pause
after the start command to allow the stations to fully determine their configurations before
the ML/IMs try to acquire it from them.

Once this is done each ML/IM will seem to the other stations on its segment to have a
(virtual) output module for every input module it is going to copy from (this is how they
acquire the data from the inputs) and a (virtual) input module for every output module it is
going to copy to (thus allowing them to send data to the outputs).

Each station learns the configuration of the others on its fieldbus when it starts or restarts
so, at this point, although the ML/IMs have acquired the module configuration of the
fieldbusses, the other stations have not noticed this. To make them re−examine the
ML/IMs’ configuration it is necessary issue a Restart or a Reset command. After this the
ML/IMs are fully set up to send and receive data on their fieldbusses. The ML/IMs will
automatically store the state of the input modules in their DPRAMs and send any changes
to made to the fieldbus.

Module ML_RTR.C: 

unsigned char check_config() 



This checks the module configuration reported by the ML/IMs is the same as the one from
the E2PROM. It does this by checking that list[] is the same as list2[]

void copye2() 

Copies the contents of the first 67 bytes of the E2PROM (the portion that is used) to the
array e2copy[] and then decodes the data (if valid) from the compressed format used to fit
the data into the E2PROM to the usual list format and puts the list into array list2[].

void save_config() 

Compresses the acquired configuration in array list[] into compressed array e2copy[] and
dumps it to the E2PROM.

void e2write(unsigned char addr,unsigned char dat) 

Writes a byte to the E2PROM.

unsigned char e2read(unsigned char addr) 

Reads a byte from the E2PROM.

void e2bit(bit dat) 

Sends a bit to the E2PROM.

bit gete2bit() 

Receives a bit from the E2PROM.

bit gete2ack() 

Checks that the E2PROM has acknowledged the last 8 bits it received.

void e2start() 

Sends the start code to the E2PROM. For details of the nature of the start, stop and
addressing codes see the data sheet for the 24CO2 which can be found in the Amtel
CMOS Data Book and similar publications.

void e2stop() 

Sends the stop code to the E2PROM.

void get_state() 

Copies the current data state of the output units into the arrays oldan[] and olddig[] (for
analogue and digital channels respectively) so that the when copyloop() starts it has a
correct knowledge of what is on the outputs modules. Copyloop() updates the arrays itself
from then on.

void get_config() 

Interrogates the ML/IMs to find out what modules it thinks are on its fieldbus. If it is in an
extender mode it will know what modules exist if it is in a repeater mode it will give back
the list of channels it was programmed with in initialise(). The configuration returned is
made into the array list[] which is used to tell copyloop() which channels to copy in which
direction.

void mlim1int(void) interrupt 0 



An error at an ML/IM will cause the ML/IM to signal that a message exists in its status
register which it does by its INT line which is connected to the interrupt line of the
processor. When an error message is received on segment 1 this function is called to
read it and clear it.

void mlim2int(void) interrupt 2 

As above for segment 2. Note: the the two external interrupts are numbered 0 and 2. The
timers are 1 and 3 and the serial interrupt is 4.

void readdips(unsigned char * dip) 

Reads the settings of the DIP switches in serially and puts them in an array.

unsigned int aout_read(unsigned char * unit,unsigned char module) 

Reads the data on an analogue output module. Note the double reading of both byte
which is necessary to check that the data was not in the process of being updated.

void aout_write(unsigned char * unit,unsigned char module, unsigned int value) 

Direct writes data to an analogue output module. Note the checking of both bytes. This
function is only used in direct write−mode.

unsigned int ain_read(unsigned char * unit,unsigned char module) 

Reads the data on an analogue input module.

unsigned char d_read(unsigned char * unit,unsigned int addr) 

Directly reads a byte from an ML/IMs DPRAM.

void d_write(unsigned char * unit,unsigned int addr,unsigned char val) 

Directly writes a byte to an ML/IMs DPRAM.

void issue(unsigned char * unit,unsigned char command, unsigned char param0,
unsigned char param1, unsigned char param2) 

Issues a command to an ML/IM with up to three parameters.

void sissue(unsigned char * unit,unsigned char command, unsigned char param0,
unsigned char param1, unsigned char param2) 

The watchdog has to be strobed every 1.2 seconds or the it will reboot the processor.
There a are a few initialisation commands which take more than 1.2 seconds to complete
and so a special version of issue() which strobes the watchdog while it waits for the
command to be completed is used.

Note that this is not an optimum solution as it detracts from the usefulness of the
watchdog. One of the main benefits of the watchdog is to check for software stuck in a
loop and reboot. If for any reason the software gets stuck waiting for an ML/IM to respond
the strobing in the loop will stop the watchdog rebooting.

void pause(unsigned int period) 

This introduces a delay into the software by executing a loop. The period is measured in
approximately 270ths of a second.

void led(unsigned char colour) 



Sets the LED to one of four colours, red, green, yellow or off.

Module ML_RTR_S.C: 

Note that the functions in this module are slight modifications on ones written by S. Briars
for other Weidmuller products and are not being presented as original work.

void init_serial() 

Sets up the parameters of the serial interface. Note that a default baud rate is used rather
than the one set by the DIP switches. This should be corrected at a later date.

void init_timers() 

Enables the interrupts and timers needed to send and receive serial data.

void serial_int(void) interrupt 4 

The routine called when a serial interrupt is generated. If there is a character to be read it
reads it into serial_RX_buffer otherwise it outputs the next character in the serial transmit
buffer, if there is one.

bit start_TX(unsigned char count) 

This queues the transmission of a string of length count on the serial port from out of the
serial buffer. The transmission will then be done character by character by serial_int() in
pseudo−parallel with the main program.

5.5. Memory Usage & Description Of The Key Variables.

Global struct twochar answer:

This contains the returned parameters (command answers) of the last command issued to
an ML/IM. The elements are answer.ca0 and answer.ca1 which contain Command
Answers 0 and 1 respectively.

Global modetype mode:

Is an enumerated variable, containing values 0 − 7, which holds the operating mode. It is
enumerated thus:

0 = extender (normal extender mode) 

1 = fastdigex (fast digital extender mode) 

2 = learnex (learning expender mode) 

3 = presetex (preset extender mode) 

4 = fullrep (full repeater mode) 

5 = fastrep (split repeater mode) 

6 = progrep (programmable repeater mode) 

7 = presetrep (preset repeater mode)

bit TX_in_prog, RX_in_prog:

These bit flags indicate the state of the serial interface. RX_in_prog (receive in progress)



is not used yet but will be needed when strings rather than individual characters are being
received from the PC. Such a facility will be needed in order to dump the routing database
to the Router in programmable repeater mode.

Global unsigned char lasterr1, lasterr2:

These contain the error code last broadcast on each segment. They are not used at
present but may well be used in a future version to allow diagnostic monitoring of the two
busses from the Router RS232 port.

External RAM usage: 

Hex Size Use Dig Size
100h unsigned char list[256]

(The forwarding datatbase) 256
100h unsigned char list2[256]

(The E2PROM’s forwarding database) 256
043h unsigned char e2copy[67]

(Copy of the E2PROM raw data) 67
080h unsigned char olddig[128]

(Copy of the digital outs) 128
100h unsigned int oldan[128]

(Copy of the analogue outs) 256
380h unsigned char serial_TX_buffer[380]

(Serial transmit buffer) 896
800h Total Capacity 2048
743h Total Used 1859
0BDh Free Space 189

EPROM Usage: 

Hex Size Use Dig Size
8000h Total Capacity 32768
1DF6h Total Used 7670
620Ah Free Space 25098

The E2PROM Memory Map: 

Hex Addr (Size) Use (Size) Dig Addr
043h − 0FFh (BDh) Not Used (189) 67 − 255

042h (01h) Checksum (1) 66
002h − 041h (40h) Compressed Forwarding Database (64) 2 − 65
000h − 001h (02h) Header (2) 0−1

100h Total Capacity 256
043h Total Used 67
0BDh Free Space 189

Local Variables used in copyloop() 

� unsigned char module: The channel number being processed.

� unsigned char index: The current index of the routing database.



� unsigned char turn: Used to make the analogues take turns in fast digital extender
mode. 

� unsigned int newdat: Used to store the new data which will be copied across if it is
different from the old.

5.6. Error Messages.

Errors and status messages are reported by variations in the tri−colour LED. The codes
are as follows:

When a message is described a colour with another colour this means it lights up the first
colour and flashes the other colour briefly once or twice a second.

Status Messages:

Green: 

Running main loop OK. 

Yellow: 

Initialising OK. 

Yellow with green: 

Saving setup. 

Green with yellow: 

Has saved setup. Now check that the network works correctly before changing to
Preset mode. Used in Learning Extender Mode and will be used in Programmable
Mode.

Error Messages:

Off: 

Software not running. If there is power this means an EPROM, latch or Processor error.

Red with off: 

The database in the E2prom is not consistent with the observed module configuration.
Use the serial port to find out where the discrepancy is. Used in Preset Extender Mode.

Red: 

E2PROM R/W error. This means the E2Prom is absent or faulty. Red also indicates
that the mode selected is not yet implemented. 

Red with green: 

E2PROM does not contain valid data. I.e it has an invalid header. Probably means it
was never programmed in the first place. Might mean it is faulty. 

Red with yellow: 

E2PROM checksum error. This means the E2PROM is either faulty or corrupted. 

Yellow with red: (not yet implemented) 



The Router has detected that there is an input module on a segment it is trying to
output data to causing the two sets of data to clash. This can happen in repeater
modes if users accidentally set up modules on channel numbers being copied in the
opposite direction to the users expectations. This is likely to be quite a common error.

5.7. Software Limitations.

For historical reasons Modulink has in the past imposed a maximum limit of 28 channels
being processed by any station. This applies to the ML/IMs as well as normal stations.
This limit is now recognised as an unnecessary restriction on the use of the system and is
being removed from the software. Unfortunately this process is not yet complete and
some of the Modulink components being used to test the Router and the ML/IMs in it
suffer from the inability to carry more than 28 channels per station.

This means that in order to test Repeater modes split repeater mode was coded so that it
only sets up 24 channels (it would normally set up 64). Once the ML/IMs have been
updated so they do not suffer from the limit this mode will have to be updated to carry all
64. This can be done by changing the line in the code ’#define LIMIT 6’ to ’#define
LIMIT 16’ or alternatively by altering the code wherever LIMIT is used.

Because of this limit there was little point in coding Full Repeater mode as it could not be
tested. Adding it will simply be a matter of copying the code for Split Repeater mode and
modifying the loops to set up the larger number of channels.



6. Testing And Speed Analysis.

6.1 Components of the response time.

In fieldbus networks the parameter that is of principal concern is the Maximum Response
Time (MRT), which is the maximum delay between the new signal being presented to the
input module and the signal being presented at the output module. This is of far more
interest than the throughput in process monitoring because it is the age of the data at the
output which is of crucial importance. The theoretical Maximum Response Time is
considered in section 6.4.

The MRT is not a parameter that is accurately measurable by experiment as it is a rare
occurrence for the Maximum Response Time to occur. The mean response time is
measurable and this is investigated in section 6.3 to try to understand how much delay is
introduced when one adds a Router into a network. First, however, it is worthwhile to
examine the behaviour of the Router software in isolation. This will give an idea of how the
Router will respond to different loads and allow a comparison of the two ML/IM access
techniques or command writing and direct writing.

6.2 The Router Software Loop Time

6.2.1. Introduction. 

The Router software was modified to toggle a port line each loop and the mean software
loop time was measured. The software loop time increases as the load increases. Graphs
of the mean loop time, when command writes are used, for various data rates per
channel, are shown in figs 6−A and 6−B, for digital and analogue channels respectively.
The mean loop time with direct writes is shown in fig 6−C and fig 6−D for digital and
analogue channels respectively. Note that although there is not enough data to show that
the fully active and passive lines are straight in the analogue case it is reasonable to
assume they are because the digital lines are linear.

[Note: Figs 6−A, 6−B, 6−C and 6−D were hand drawn graphs and are not reproduced
here. Maybe I will add them if I ever get myself a scanner]

There were 7 pairs of digital modules and 1 analogue module with 4 channels available.
Unfortunately this limits the plots on the digital graph so that they stop just as they are
getting interesting by curving upwards.

The digital channels were tested with various input data periods from a digital counter but
the same was not possible with the analogues. Analogue channels are so sensitive that
they will pick up and transmit slightly changed data each time they sample. This is due to
noise and occurs even when the input is not deliberately changed. This means that the
only way to control the rate they transmit at was by changing the sampling period.
Analogue channels will only sample at one of a small range of sampling periods which can
be selected by the dip switches on the input module. Because of this it was not possible to
plot curves of the analogue channels behaviour although the individual points that could
be plotted are shown on fig 6−B.

It is now necessary to look for an explanation of these graphs. With both of the possible



ML/IM access techniques the graphs are curved and so it was decided to start analysing
the graphs for command writes to the ML/IMs as these show the greater curving effect. If
the analysis works it can then be carried across the the direct writing situation.

6.2.2. Loop Time Analysis For The Command Write Technique. 

For the limiting cases of channels with unchanging data (called passive channels) and
constantly changing data of effectively infinite rate (called fully active channels) the
increase in loop time is linearly proportional to the number of each sort of channel
present. The fully active channels were simulated by modifying the software to make it
behave as if the data was always changing. Reading from the graph the following times
are found.

Overhead : 65µs 

Passive Digital : 75µs each 

Fully Active Digital : 675µs each 

Passive Analogue : 120µs each 

Fully Active Analogue : 780µs each

The behaviour of more realistic channels of finite data rates is not linear. They start off
linearly at the same gradient as for passive channels but curve upwards, presumably, to
intercept the line for fully active channels. This can be assumed because as the loop time
increases it eventually reaches a point where the incoming data is changing too fast for
the loop to keep up with it. After this saturation point the loop just copies as frequently as it
can, which is once per loop on each channel, and any extra data is lost. This is the same
as the situation when the incoming data rate was simulated to be infinite, so the loop time
now increases in the same way as for a fully active channel.

To find an equation for the curves consider how the software copies in the loop. It
processes each channel in turn in the following way: First it compares the data on the
input module with the copy of the output module held in RAM. If they are different it copies
the data across the Router. First work out from the difference in the time taken to process
active and passive channels how long is spent copying data across. Then assume the rest
of the time is spent checking the channel for new data, which is a simplification. This
gives:

To examine a digital: 75µs 

To copy a digital: 600µs 

To examine an analogue: 120µs 

To copy an analogue 660µs

There is an overhead of 65µs which is assumed to be a constant for all configurations. It
will be ignored in the derivation of the equations for simplicity and then added on at the
end as an offset.

Now consider the situation in which digital data is changing at a fraction, �f [0<f<1], of the
loop rate, whatever that may be. New data will arrive every 1/f loops. So in every loop
there is a probability f of new data arriving. So the mean time taken to process one
channel will be the time to check a digital channel plus f times the time to copy it. For a
digital channel this is:



time � 75µs � f � 600µs

For n such channels the total mean loop time (lt) is:

lt � n 75µs � f � 600µs

Substitute for f, using f = data rate ÷ loop rate = loop time ÷ data period = lt ÷ dp:

lt � n 75µs � lt � 600µs

dp

Rearrange it to get: 

lt � 75 � n
1 � 600 � n

dp

µs

Now take account of the limit on f that it must be less than 1 because to Router can not
copy any faster than once per channel per loop. �f = lt ÷ dp� so lt must be less than dp. After
the point where �lt = dp�the loop time is the time it takes to scan and copy all the channels
once. This is the same as for a fully active repeater for the reasons explained above.
Then add in the 65µs overhead giving:

lt � 75 � n
1 � 600 � n

dp

� 65 µs
lt � dp

lt � 675 � n � 65 µs lt 	 dp

This looks quite plausible. It starts off along the passive line and curves up to join the
active line at the point where data is arriving faster than the loop can copy it.

Plots of the equation for various data rates can be found in fig 6−E with the real curves
from figure 6−A shown for comparison. The experimental and calculated curves are of
similar shapes but the experimental curves climb less steeply particularly for low data
periods.]

[Note: Fig 6−E was a set of hand drawn graphs and is not reproduced here.]

At first it was thought this indicated a serious fault in the equation. However it was realised
that the data being presented to the Router was being sent to it via a Modulink bus with a
limited bandwidth which would reduce the data rates being received at the Router. It was
possible that once this reduction was taken account of the results would be consistent
with the theoretical predictions.

To check if this was so a Modulink bus without a Router was set up and data of various
periods was passed through it. This, indeed, showed the that Modulink placed an upper
limit on the data rate (i.e. a lower limit on the output data period). The limit was dependent
on the number of stations and modules in use but for a setup typical of the configurations
used to obtain the curves for fig 6−A the limit was approximately 3ms. A sample graph of
this effect on a modulink network with six digital channels over 4 stations is shown in fig
6−F.



Using this graph the input data period at the Router was roughly estimated and these are
in better agreement with the theory although they still do not curve upwards quite as
sharply as the equation predicts. Comparisons between the experimental results and
predicted results for the reduced data periods are shown in fig 6−G

[Note: Figs 6−F and 6−G were hand drawn graphs and are not reproduced here.]

Because a maximum of seven digital I/O pairs were available to conduct the experiment it
was not possible to examine the way in which the lines approached the fully active line. It
is unlikely, however, that there is a discontinuity as the curves meet the line in the way
that the equation implies. The fact that the curves rise more gently than predicted would
make it plausible that they also meet the fully active line more gently too. Further analysis
can be found in section 6.2.4.

Extending the equation to networks with analogue modules can be done by following
exactly the same reasoning as with digital channels to find the equation for a network with
only analogue channels:

lt � 120 � n
1 � 660 � n

dp

� 65 µs
lt � dp

lt � 780 � n � 65 µs lt 	 dp

This equation applies to analogue channels in all modes except Fast Digital Extender
Mode where each channel is copied a maximum of once every eight loops to allow faster
digitals. In Fast Digital Extender Mode the loop time will be 1/8th of the above equation.

Unfortunately it is not possible check the curves this generates (shown on fig 6−H)
because, only one analogue module pair (configurable to carry 1 or 4 channels) was
available to conduct tests and because it is not fully possible to control the data rate
transmitted, as explained before. The few values that could be tested are included on the
diagram and show a poor agreement with the theory but can, perhaps, be explained if one
considers that the Modulink network is, as before, reducing the data rate so the data
period at the Router is increased considerably for the faster data periods.

[Note: Fig 6−H was a hand drawn graph and is not reproduced here.]

The two equations can be combined by adding them to give an equation for networks with
both analogue and digital channels. This gives for all modes except Fast Digital Extender:

lt   �    
75 � nd

1 � 600 � nd

ddp

  �   
120 � na

1 � 660 � na

adp

  �   65 µs
lt � dp

lt   �    675 � nd   �   780 � n   �   65 µs lt 	 dp

For Fast Digital Extender Mode it is:

lt   �    
75 � nd

1 � 600 � nd

ddp

  �   
15 � na

1 � 660 � na

adp

  �   65 µs
lt � dp

lt   �    675 � nd   �   98 � n   �   65 µs lt 	 dp

Where: 



na = number of analogue channels 

nd = number of digital channels 

ddp = digital data period at the Router in µs 

adp = analogue data period at the Router in µs = the sampling period set on the input
card mapped to the period at the Router.

Example calculation: 

Three digital channels carrying data of period 5ms, no analogue channels, in normal
extender mode. The digital data period at the Router is mapped using fig 6−F from 5ms to
5.7ms. So nd=4, ddp=5700, na=0, adp=0.

lt   �    
75

�
3

1 � 600
�

3
5700

  �   
120

�
0

1 � 660
�

0
0

  �   65 µs
lt � dp

lt   �    675
�

3   �   780
�

0   �   65 µs lt 	 dp

Simplify:

lt   �    329   �   0   �   65 µs lt � 5700

lt   �    2090   �   0   �   65 µs lt 	 5700

lt = 394 µs (experimental result = 320 µs)

In summary: The equation for Repeater loop time for command writes is roughly the right
shape and follows the right asymptotes but the curved region is not accurate enough to
use its predictions with any confidence. This is is at least partially due to the inability to
know what the data period at the Router really is and having to estimate the extent to
which Modulink alters it from the data period at the input module. However the equation is
a simplification in a number of ways and this will also affect its accuracy. It does not deal
with the 65µs overhead rigourously and it also assumes that the data arrives with an even
data period which is unlikely to be the case after the data has travelled through a Modulink
fieldbus. This problem is considered in section 6.2.4.

It should be noted that the Modulink system is not designed to cope with data faster than
a period of 1ms and so the the analysis can be considered a reasonable explanation of
the shape of the graphs in the region of interest. Despite it’s inaccuracies it is worth
pressing on with the analysis to extend it to the direct writing situation.

6.2.3. Loop Time Analysis For The Direct Write Technique.

By using exactly the same reasoning as above on the values for the loop time with direct
writes a similar equation can be formed. Taking the times from figs 6−C and 6−D:

To examine a digital: 75µs 

To copy a digital: 62µs 

To examine an analogue: 120µs 

To copy an analogue 120µs

Which gives for all modes except Fast Digital Extender:



lt   �    
75 � nd

1 � 62 � nd

ddp

  �   
120 � na

1 � 120 � na

adp

  �   65 µs
lt � dp

lt   �    137 � nd   �   240 � n   �   65 µs lt 	 dp

For Fast Digital Extender Mode it is:

lt   �   
75 � nd

1 � 62 � nd

ddp

  �   
15 � na

1 � 120 � na

adp

  �   65 µs
lt � dp

lt   �    137 � nd   �   30 � n   �   65 µs lt 	 dp

The predicted curves for digital channels are shown in fig 6−I and for analogue channels
in fig 6−J with the experimental results for comparison. As before the data period that
reaches the Router is limited by the Modulink bus that is used to supply it so that the
shorter data periods are increased. The equation seems to be considerably more
accurate in its predictions than the one for command writes but this is probably due to the
fact that the Router was more efficient and hence was not yet approaching the point
where it was saturated with data.

[Note: Figs 6−I and 6−J were hand drawn graphs and are not reproduced here.]

6.2.4. Possible Faults In The Equation. 

Before moving on it is worth speculating a little more on the cause of the excessively
steep predicted curves. It is clear that the effect of Modulink in modifying the data period is
not alone sufficient to explain the shallowness of the curves. One possible explanation
points to an oversimplification in the derivation of the equation at the beginning where it is
assumed that if the data rate is a fraction, f, of the loop rate then new data will arrive every
1/f loops so there will be a probability, f, of new data within a loop time. This will be
approximately true for low values of f. If f=0.01 new data will arrive every 100 loops so
there is a probability of 0.01 of data arriving in any loop. However, consider the case
where f=0.9. It is not true to say that data will arrive in 9 out of 10 loops making a
probability of 0.9 because this ignores the possibility that data may arrive twice or more in
one loop time. So where it had been assumed:

Values arriving in a loop period: 0 1 2 3 4

Distribution: 0.1 0.9 0 0 0

Which is not a likely distribution. A more realistic distribution might look something like:

Values arriving in a loop period: 0 1 2 3 4

Distribution: 0.35 0.4 0.2 0.05 0

Notice that although this is still an average of 0.9 new values each loop new data is only
arriving in 65% of the loops.

This provides an explanation why the Router is taking less time to loop. It is experiencing
a lesser load than was predicted. To correct the equation it would be necessary to derive



the probability distribution function of the incoming data, PDFn(mean value,value), and
modify f to f’ where f’=1−PDFn(f,0) and then carry this modification through the analysis.
As this derivation was likely to become very complicated it was decided to move on and
use the remaining time to investigate the overall network response as this is of far greater
practical importance to users of the Router.

6.3 The Mean Network Response Time.

The overall response time was measured with a dual input counter set up to measure the
mean interval between signals on its two inputs which are connected to the input and
output modules on the network. Graphs comparing the mean response times for
comparable networks with and without Routers are shown in fig 6−K. This is intended to
give an idea of how much delay is typical of a Router. Both command writes and direct
writes are shown for comparison.

[Note: Fig 6−K was a set of hand drawn graphs and is not reproduced here.]

From the graph it can be seen that the mean delay is increased by a constant value when
a Router is added into a network provided that the data period is not less than the
response time. When the response time becomes greater than the delay time the system
becomes overloaded with data which leads to loss of values and the various components
deal with the backlog in their various ways.

The figures for this constant delay show that, for digital channels, direct writes add less
than half the delay of command writes. Even although this is not as dramatic an
improvement as might have been expected from the loop times it is substantial. The delay
for command writes increases as the number of channels increases but a similar trend is
not seen in the delay for direct writes, probably because it is too small to detect rather
than not existing at all. This bodes well for large networks with large numbers of channels.
It may be possible that even in a large application the delay due to a Router will be around
1ms.

It was hoped that results of this scale would also be found for analogue channels.
Surprisingly the behaviour was rather different.

The mean transfer times could not be measured as before with the counter as that only
works with digital signals so instead input and output waveforms were displayed on an
oscilloscope and the maximum response times seen were noted. This is gives an
indication of response time although it is not accurate.

Command Writes Direct Writes No Router

1 analogue channel
@ 375µs

10ms 32ms 6ms

4 analogue channels
@ 355µs

24ms 70ms 15ms

This is not what was expected. Direct writes are far slower although they allow the Router
software to loop faster. The effect is also found in when slower data rates are used but is
made less pronounced by the slower sampling also increasing the response time. This is
rather strange but could be explained thus:

The ML/IM software scans its DPRAM looking for new data and putting it on the bus. It is
possible that it double−checks each analogue value it reads to verify that is has not read



data that was being accessed by the Router and hence got a garbled value consisting of
the high byte of one value and the low byte of the other. This is plausible because this is
exactly what the ML/IM manual recommends the user to do when reading the DPRAM so
it is likely it does it itself. If the Router copies data to the DPRAM very fast it is possible
that the ML/IM would never be able to read and double−check a value before it changes
again hence putting the ML/IM into a long loop of rescanning that channel until it is able to
get two consistent readings.

There was not enough time to investigate the effect in detail and test the validity of the
explanation. The effect will have to be understood before it is possible to get the optimum
performance from the Router. It is possible that a better understanding of the way the
ML/IMs deal with different sorts of access could be obtained by examining their software
rather than trying to deduce their operation from their behaviour.

6.4 The Network Maximum Response Time.

Because Modulink resorts to a slotted protocol for clearing backlogged data after a packet
collision it can guarantee that a value will be transferred within a certain time. There is no
possibility of a second collision. An equation for the backlog clearing time can be found in
the Modulink manual.

In a network with a Router there are delays for each segment and the Router introduces
three more separate delays as the data is copied across: The first ML/IM causes a delay
as its software copies the data on the fieldbus into its DPRAM, The Router’s software
causes a delay as its software copies data from one DPRAM to the other and the second
ML/IM causes a delay as it copies from its DPRAM to the second fieldbus. In the worst
case the delay across the whole Router is the sum of these delays.

An ML/IM unit can be considered to be very similar to a CPU card in it’s function. In each
case they must encode and decode data on the bus and interface it to a source/sink of
data i.e. the DPRAM or the I/O modules. Although the CPU card and ML/IM run different
software it seems reasonable that they operate in similar ways at similar speeds. This
assumption, if justified, makes calculating the total MRT much easier because the ML/IMs
can be treated as ordinary stations with I/O modules for all the global channels in the
timing calculations. So, for example:

x stations <> ML/IM <> Router <> ML/IM <> Y stations

Becomes:

x+1 stations <> Router <> y+1 stations

Which is much easier to deal with. The busses can have their MRTs calculated in the
normal way described in the Modulink manual and all that is then needed is to add them
and the software loop time.

The question that must be asked is whether the behaviour of a an ML/IM is similar enough
to a CPU card to make the simplification valid. The best way to determine this is not
through experimental testing but by comparing the hardware and software of the two
modules. The only difference currently known about is that the ML/IM has DPRAM where
the CPU has ordinary RAM. This might lead to differences in behaviour. It was suspected
in section 6.3 that the ML/IM double checks all direct written data. The extent of these
differences can only be judged by careful comparison of the operation of the software. 

If the two modules do perform similar tasks at similar speeds then a very simple equation



for overall MRT can be obtained which will be the best equation for users of the Router to
use. This ignores the complexity of the previous analysis for the loop time by assuming all
channels to be fully active: 

MRT � 

all segments

Thesegment MRT  � 

all routers

at � na  �  dt � nd

Where: 

at = Time to check and update an analogue channel. 

na = Number of global analogue channels using the Router. 

dt = Time to check and update a digital channel. 

nd = Number of global digital channels using the Router.

So for a Router using direct writes the equation is: 

MRT � 

all segments

Thesegment MRT  � 

all routers

137
�

na  �  240
�

nd

6.5 The Relative Merits Of The ML/IM Access
Techniques.

From the loop time alone it would appear that direct writes are vastly preferable to
command writes giving far faster response times but in fact all that is done by going to
direct writes is to remove the bottleneck at the Router and allow the ML/IMs and other
parts of the network to dominate the response time. This means the speed improvement
is more modest and, in some unusual cases, not an improvement at all.

It is clear that direct writing is the fastest for digital modules and leads to network
response times that are around 1ms faster than command writes. The same is not true for
analogue channels where, although the Router loop time is less, the ML/IMs are having
extreme difficulty coping with direct writes on analogue channels. This should be
investigated further to see if it can be overcome as it would be desirable to make
analogue channels go faster than they do with command writes. If this is not possible then
command writes will have to be used for analogue channels which would still give
acceptable speeds.

6.6 Networks With More Than Two Segments.

Networks of more than two segments can be created in repeater modes by having
multiple Routers. The largest network which could be built and tested consisted of three
segments connected by the two Routers. This worked successfully when run in split
repeater mode. There were no problems with having two Routers in a segment. There
was not time to analyse the network in detail but the following tests with a sample module
configuration give an idea of the typical delays involved.

Using the reduced version of split repeater mode which copies 6 digital and 6 analogue
channels in each direction speed tests were done and are shown in fig 6−L. In the tests 7
of the 12 digital channels carried data and the rest did not. The fact that the Routers have
to check the 17 unused channels slows the response time considerably compared with
seven channels in an extender mode. This is why a programmable repeater mode is so
important if users are to get the best performance from the Router in repeater modes. A



programmable mode would allow the user to configure the Routers individually so that
unused channels are not included in the forwarding database and that data is not copied
into segments where is is not needed. 

[Note: Fig 6−L was a set of hand drawn graphs and is not reproduced here.]



7. Future Development

7.1. Overview.

Although the Router prototypes work and can perform all the key functions required there
is still a certain amount of development required before they reach the point where they
can be sold: The remaining modes need to be added, the ML/IM access techniques need
to be investigated further and optimised for speed, the diagnostic capability needs to be
expanded, the power consumption should be minimised and the final Router must be
packaged in a manner consistent with the rest of the Modulink range.

7.2. New Modes.

Three operating modes have yet to be coded. These are the programmable repeater
mode, preset repeater mode and full repeater mode.

Full repeater mode was not implemented because it involved having more than 28
channels per station. Split repeater mode has also been reduced to only carry 24
channels. These two modes can easily be fully implemented as soon as the 28 channel
limit is fixed.

Programmable repeater mode, where the routing database is designed on a PC and
downloaded to the Router for storage in the E2PROM, was not achievable in the
timescale of the project. Implementing this mode will involve expanding the serial
communications facility to allow for the dumping of data to the Router as well as from it. It
will also require a more sophisticated program at the PC end.

Programmable mode is likely to be the most popular repeater mode as it eliminates the
scanning of unused channels thus improving response time. Another advantage of
programmable repeater mode is that it can be programmed to propagate data from an
input on a central segment to outputs on segments on either side. The PC software
should be able to input the overall network configuration the user requires and after
checking that it is possible it would calculate a separate forwarding database for each
Router and download them in turn. This would lead to a flexible network with the optimum
use of resources. The main loading problem that will limit the size of the network will be
the tendency for the central segments to get loaded down with data travelling between the
ends which is the normal problem associated with a network made up of a line of
segments connected by bridges.

7.3. Improvements In The Diagnostic Interface.

The current state of the serial interface is simple but functional. It can only be used to
request certain simple configuration information. There is room for considerable extension
here. The Router could be made to send error messages on the serial port as well as
signalling them with the LED. The state of the DIP switches could be monitored to save
users having to open the box to see them.

At present the diagnostic interface only gives information about the Router software but it
could be extended to give information about the ML/IMs and fieldbusses as well. The



disadvantage is that any monitoring processes the Router is doing in pseudo−parallel with
its normal operation will slow it down to some extent.

One worthwhile feature would be to pass the error codes from the segments to the PC for
decoding. This would instantly alert users of errors without the need to be able to see the
error lights on the modules and allow centralised monitoring of two segments saving the
need to monitor each one. This could also help in detecting errors that are not currently
detected.

7.4. Reducing Power Consumption.

The Router is currently fairly power hungry even allowing for the fact that there are three
full microprocessor circuits. The power consumption for the two fieldbus line drivers
(which run off their own isolated 5V supply) is at worst 730mW which is not excessive but
the power consumption on the main 5V supply (which powers all the logic in the Router
including the ML/IMs) is 1120mW which is worth reducing if possible.

When building the prototypes the chips used were, in many cases, chosen for their
competitive prices rather than their power performance. The 6116 RAM chip used takes a
maximum of 100mA which is more than the processor or EPROM and makes it a good
target for power reduction. The rest of the chips could also be chosen more carefully for
power consumption. There are 40 DIP switches which are pulled up with 4.7KΩ resistors
using up to 50mW. This can be reduced by increasing the value of the resistors.

A choice will have to be made as to how much money to spend on saving power. One
advantage of saving power is that DC to DC converters are much cheaper and physically
smaller for low powers.

7.5. Miscellaneous Tests, Fixes And Improvements.

There are some more tests to be done and small improvements that need to be made:

� Add the LED error light for having detected an input on a channel that the Router is
trying to output to.

� Arrange a method of selecting termination of the busses that is more convenient for the
user than having to use the inaccessible ML/IM DIP switches.

� See if there is any advantage to monitoring the ML/IMs busy lines to determine when
they are available for access.

� Use a larger 8Kb RAM chip to allow space for any future features to use. This is
recommended because there is very little space unused in the 2Kb chip and because
no difference in price between the RAM chips.

� Find out why the problem with direct analogue writes occurs and either fix it or use
command writes instead. Once a decision is made of which to use the dip switch facility
that toggles between the two modes can be removed.

� Implement the DIP switch selectable RS232 baud rate. 

� Test the Router with segments of various baud rates. No problems are expected but it
should be checked.



7.6. Packaging The Router.

At present the only packaged Router that exists is the second prototype. It is cased in a
single flat modem style box which is not a housing normally used by Weidmuller who
prefer their units to be packaged in rail mountable housings of their own design. The
housing used for Modulink modules is called an EG6. It is a rail mountable casing with an
open front and a DIN socket inside at the back into which the module slots. The EG6
casings slot together in a row and form a common back−bus via connectors in their sides.
The boards that slot into these cases are 120 x 100 mm in size. There is also a slot for a
daughter board of the same size to fit in the same housing. The gap between the two
boards is only 19mm so the components have to be quite flat. The total width of the bay is
26mm.

There is no way a Router can be fitted into a single EG6 as it has three boards however it
could be fitted into two or three with another for the power supply. The ML/IMs are 100 x
100 mm boards and it would be simple to mount them on 120 x 100 mm boards leaving
enough space for some dip switches on the main board. The Router takes up
approximately 160 x 90 mm on the second prototype using conventional components on
stripboard but this will very easily shrink bellow 120 x 100 mm when surface mounted
components are used on a compactly designed PCB. It may well be possible for one of
the ML/IMs to be mounted as a daughter board to the Router board hence taking only two
housings in total. The various boards would communicate via the back−bus which would
have to be assigned differently to the normal Modulink station. The advantage of fitting a
Router in these housings are that it helps the Router to be marketed as a integrated part
of the Modulink range.



8. Conclusions.

8.1. Is the Router Fast Enough For Use In Real
Systems?

Modulink is not intended to carry signals with a data period of less than 2ms and some of
the test data was faster than would normally be used. In this light the Router’s time
performance is comparable with that of other Modulink modules and quite acceptable.
The maximum delays for long chains of segments is the sum of the delays in the
segments plus the delays in the Routers. Although these maximum response times can
be quite long they are to be expected in a router application. The key point is that the
delays in the Router itself have been minimised and are not out of proportion to the rest of
the system.

The digital response and loop times were far better than was expected at the outset but it
remains to be seen if analogue channels can be made similarly fast.

8.2. Is The Router A Viable Product?

The Router was developed after a number of Modulink users enquired about ways of
extending their Modulink networks. These users will eventually have a choice of two
products, the Router and a Repeater unit currently being developed. The Repeater is a
variation on the Bidirectional amplifier with regeneration. It will be simple and quite
inexpensive. By contrast the Router will be an expensive product as it has to include two
ML/IMs as well as the main Router board, power supply and housing. The customer price
may be in the region of £800. Customers will probably choose the Repeater Unit if their
sole aim is to extend the length of their network but users who also wish to have extra
stations, modules, local channels and diagnostic monitoring will consider the Router. Early
feedback from marketing departments in the Weidmuller group which have seen the
specification of the Router has been positive.

8.3. How Well Has The Aim Been Achieved?

The Router is capable of intelligently copying data and is fast enough for most
applications that might want to use it so long as the network is not made up of a very large
number of segments. It has no difficulty in connecting two segments. The Router works as
intended although the full range of modes could not be implemented due to the 28
channel limit, a problem caused by other equipment. Only the programmable repeater
mode could not be implemented due to lack of time.

The diagnostic interface is still at a rather simple stage but works and provides some
useful information about the system.

The Router fulfils the aims of the project although some further software development and
testing is still necessary to perfect it and before it becomes a finished product.
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Appendix 1: Glossary.
Backbus or Backplane

The connection between Modulink modules in a station that allows then to
communicate.

Commands 

The ML/IMs can be manipulated by sending them commands written into their
Command Registers. These commands are used to configure them during initialisation
and can be used to read and write data to the busses.

Command Answers 

The parameters returned by the ML/IM after a command.

Command Parameters 

The parameters passed to the ML/IM before a command.

Command Writes 

Where one sends data to a Modulink Bus from the Router by sending a command
sequence to the ML/IM to make it alter the data on the bus.

CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection) 

A protocol for data transfer where stations can transmit on the data bus only if they
detect no other station to be doing so. If two transmit simultaneously the collision is
detected and retransmission arranged.

Direct Writes 

Where the Router writes data directly to a into the ML/IM’s DPRAM instead of using the
command system.

DPRAM (Dual Port RAM)

A random access memory that can be read and written to by two devices.

E2PROM or EEPROM 

Electrically Erasable PROM. A non−volatile memory that can be erased and rewritten.
Has a limited life of writes.

Extender Mode 

A set of modes which deduce the forwarding database from the module configuration of
the the segments. This can only be done if the network consists of two segments.

Fieldbusses 

Generic name for a number of proprietary systems which multiplex data from various
sources onto a serial cable for transmission between stations. Used in an in industrial
setting to reduce wiring costs and allow remote monitoring.

Forwarding database 



Information that tells the Router which channels it should copy in which direction.

Fully Active Channel 

One with constantly changing data on it.

Global Channel 

A channel that has an input on one segment and outputs on others so it has to be
copied across the segments by the Router.

Latch 

Processor support chip that allows a 8 bit processor to form 16 bit addresses by having
the processor multiplex its data bus and the lower byte of the address bus. The latch
then demultiplexes these lines.

Local Channel 

A channel the Router is programmed to ignore. It can only be used for carrying data
within a segment but has the advantage that the same channel number can be used in
other segments for other completely independent local channels.

Loop Time 

The time it takes a software to perform one main loop of copying data. It scans and
updates each channel once per loop.

Micro−monitor 

Same as a watchdog

ML/IM (Modulink Interface Module)

A device that interfaces a Modulink fieldbus to another device by putting the data into a
DPRAM that the other device can also access.

ML/IM Status Register 

The last status message transmitted on a bus is stored in the ML/IM’s status register.
The arrival of a new message generates sends the ML/IMs interrupt line low. These
messages are used to pass information about configuration errors and bus status. They
are detailed in the Modulink documentation.

Module Configuration 

A list of what modules are on a bus. No information about which station has which
modules is kept because this is not necessary as the stations will pick the relevant
information off the bus.

Modulink 

Weidmuller’s proprietary fieldbus format. It has modular stations which consist of a
CPU card which arranges communication between stations and a number of I/O
modules each assigned to a channel.

MRT (Maximum Response Time) 

The maximum possible time a signal can take to get from the input module to the
output module across a network given the worst delays at each stage.



Passive Channel 

One with unchanging data on it.

P.L.C. (Programmable Logic Controller) 

A device that takes a digital control signal in and converts it into an action that controls
a process. The simplest P.L.C. would be a relay which switches equipment on and off
depending on the logic state of the control line. More complex P.L.C.s are
microprocessor based.

Repeater Mode 

A set of modes that allow for networks of more than two segments by using
predetermined forwarding databases either built into the software or downloaded by the
user.

Response Time 

The time taken for a signal to get from the input module to the output module.

Router 

A device that can copy data between segments under some sort of intelligent control.
This means knowing which segments have inputs and outputs on and copying the data
accordingly.

Segment/Bus/Fieldbus 

These terms are used interchangeably in the report to indicate a line of stations on a
common fieldbus connection.

Station 

A unit which consists of a Modulink CPU card and a number of I/O modules. The CPU
card interfaces the data on the modules with the data on the modulink bus.

Watchdog (also called a Micro−monitor) 

A microprocessor support chip which monitors for software crashes, fluctuations in the
power supply or a reset signal. If it detects one of these events it will reboot the
processor. It assumes the software to have crashed if it does not have its input strobed
within 1.2 seconds.



Appendix 2: Modulink Promotional
Brochure

[Note: The Modulink promotional brochure is Copyrighted by Weidmuller and is not
reproduced here]



Appendix 3: Software Listing
ML_RTR.H: 

Header file for the C modules.

ROUTER.C: 

The main and other key functions.

ML_RTR.C 

The subsidiary functions.

ML_RTR_S.C: 

Functions for RS232 handling.

ROUTER.BAS 

BASIC program to enable a PC to be used as a terminal for the Routers diagnostic
interface. Runs under QBASIC and QuickBASIC. It should also be compatible with
other BASICs. 

[Note the software listing is Copyrighted by Weidmuller, and I do not have an electronic
copy anyway, so it is not reproduced here]


